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AMMP, the amplifier of the unknown, creates strategic
opportunities with every brand it works with. AMMP is
dedicated to criticizing, studying, structuring and developing
complex processes, through a systematic reading of the facts,
providing solid foundations that guarantees the success of
the future constructed reality. It is in the search for the most
adequate, mature and experienced answer that our definition
of amplification exists.

AMMP Brand and Management Agency



#branding #strategy

#slogan #evolution #identity

#communication

#Kuku!
YOU KNOW.

As result of an invitation by
KuantoKusta, the agency presents a
global and strategic proposal, focused
on the positioning of the brand, its
tone of voice and its conceptual and
formal evolution.



#activation #storytelling

#architecture #ecosystem

#wall-lessWalls
AN URBAN SHELL

Architecture rehabilitation, dedicated
to the implementation of a typical
urban social concepts of the city,
with a proposal loaded with the
anthropological roots of Porto,
in a coherent, innovative and
light dynamic.



#activation #strategy

#artDirection #branding #tools

#POPKISS
POPULAR ONLINE STORE

Characterized by an unique language,
originated from the POPular culture,
POPKISS is a clear milestone for its
concept, imagery and communication
tools. From the naming to all visual
imagery, this is a one of a kind project
for AMMP.



#architecture #signage

#branding #system

#systems&branding
COMMUNICATION

For the architecture project of the
Portuguese Football League, a signage
system was developed, dedicating
itself to the reception and welcoming
of the user. The original and imposing
proposal language, proves to be
highly versatile and unusual.



#branding #signage

#strategy #architecture

#ecosystem

#formInform
ORGANIZATION SEGMENTS

Strategy and visual language of a
workspace that includes training,
costumer service, meeting and
sharing. These spaces communicate
Bouygues Telecom Service's chez
nous concept.



#activation #values

#management #strategy

#artDirection

#borealColors
ALWAYS ON

In a universe that ranges from
architecture to the brand concept,
FRICON is a continuous process of
critical analysis and exploration of
a new positioning, and also the
brand's presentation in the market.
Always ON.



#branding #signage

#strategy #architecture

#activation

#clusters
400M OF GKN’S CIRCUIT

The distance from the reality in
which the project has to prevail
is unarguable. Doubts, indecision,
counterparts and compromises
are the manageable matter of the
possible. This is the basis for this
space concept.



#clickBeauty
ONLINE BEAUTY

To massify a brand through
its projection in the different
communication channels, showing
the connection between the physical
space and the online space.
The curatorship and monitoring
of this project is provided by the
art direction and the MASS
communication cycles.

#activation #values

#management #strategy

#artDirection



#emotionalBrand
COMMUNICATION WITH THE CITY

Porto, the city that is proud of what it
has, and what it's looking for. Proudly
Porto is the result of an in-depth
analysis of the city's brand in times
of COVID. The activation of people is
made from the elements that identify
us as a community.

#strategy #activation

#ecosystem



#brandSystems
A DYNAMIC SERVICE

The beneficiary as the center of all
information, communication flows
and experience, guaranteed by an
accessible and clear brand structure.
Its digital tools consolidate a brand
dynamic focused on the user and
their involvement with SAMS.

#activation #values

#management #strategy

#artDirection



#architectureBrand
FUTURE FROM TRADITION

The brand presents itself through
a history focused on direct
communication with the end user.
Its strategy, linked to another entity
- SAMS, is based on a clear
relationship of tools, discourse
and aesthetics.

#activation #strategy

#ecosystem #tools



#online
HEALTHCARE

The super digital communication
structures of Centro Hospitalar e
Universitário de Coimbra are one of
the reasons for activating the CHUC
brand and communication. Through
a global approach, it is possible
to create new dissemination tools
and optimize obsolete tools.

#megaStructures #management

#plataform #branding



#knowledge
AND INNOVATION

10 years dedicated to accompanying
a brand-event, characterized by
its freshness in the scientific and
medical environment. Porto Vascular
Conference is, in 2022 the answer
to a long strategic approach that is
presented before, during and after
the event.

#ecosystem #brandManagement

#event



#good&new
OPEN TO ALL

Based on a digital tool, the brand
presents a speech to a wide
audience, proving its ability to
renew itself and adjust to new
forms of consumption. The brand
is related to SBN and SAMS.

#onlineStore #ecosystem

#strategy #branding



#brandArchitecture
KILOMETRES OF EXPERIENCES

Related to the Mercedes brand,
CSantos is yet another example of
AMMP's global approach to strategy,
communication and positioning.
With special attention to digital
tools, new assumptions for
consumer activation are developed.

#naming #activation

#ecosystem #artDirection

#tools



Catarina Rodrigues brand director / strategist

catarina.rodrigues@ammp.pt

Nuno Ribas Amado business ammplifier

nunoribasamado@ammp.pt
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